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Pedestrian Lane Detection For the Visually Impaired
Manh Cuong Le, Son Lam Phung and Abdesselam Bouzerdoum
School of Electrical, Computer and Telecommunications Engineering,
University of Wollongong, Australia
Abstract—Traveling safely in outdoor environments is one of
the most challenging activities for vision-disabled people. To
improve the mobility of these people, an assistive navigation
system is necessary. This paper is a step towards developing
this system. We propose a robust method to detect the pedes-
trian marked lane at traffic junctions. The proposed method
involves three stages: patches of interest (POI) extraction, lane
marker detection and lane detection. The POI extraction is first
performed to detect image patches located on the lane marker
boundaries using template matching. Potential lane markers
are then formed by using shape and intensity information.
Finally, the walkable lane region is determined by verifying pairs
of detected potential makers. A probabilistic framework using
multiple geometric cues is proposed for the verification step. We
create a new dataset collected from diverse environments and
evaluate the proposed method on this dataset. The experimental
results under challenging conditions have illustrated the efficiency
and robustness of the proposed method compared to conventional
techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
A significant percentage of the world population suffers
from visual impairment and blindness. According to the World
Health Organization, globally about 285 million people are
visually impaired, and 39 million of them are blind [1].
The most difficulty of the visually impaired in everyday
activities is inability to travel safely and independently [2].
To cope with this problem, an assistive navigation system for
outdoor environments is necessary. The system should perform
several vital micro-navigation tasks such as finding pedestrian
lanes, detecting and recognising traffic obstacles, and sensing
dangerous traffic situations.
Conventional travel aids for blind people include white
canes and guide dogs. A white cane assists blind people in
detecting obstacles and the walking paths at a close range.
Compared with the white cane, a guide dog is more versatile
in evading obstacles and hazards, and following a familiar
route, but it has a high cost and only assists blind people in the
familiar environment. To improve the mobility of blind people,
technology aids have been developed. A popular technology
aid of navigation for the blind is obstacle detection systems,
e.g the GuideCane [3] and the Miniguide [4]. Furthermore,
GPS-based systems [5], [6] have been developed to support the
blind in finding routes and locations. Other assistive systems
of embedded infrastructures, e.g Talking Signs [7] and Audible
Pedestrian Signals [8], allow the travelers to find and recognise
landmarks, signs and facilities of interest, and to know when
to cross intersections. However, pedestrian lane detection for
the visually impaired is still absent in the above systems.
This paper addresses the computer vision task of detecting
pedestrian lanes that are located by painted markers. Although
lane detection for autonomous vehicles has been investigated
for several decades [9]–[11], little work has been done on
pedestrian lane detection for blind people [12], [13]. Fur-
thermore, most techniques for detecting pedestrian lanes are
designed to find zebra painted patterns [12]–[14].
In this paper, a new method is proposed to detect pedestrian
lanes that are marked by two white stripes; these are common
cases at traffic intersections (see Fig. 1). Our method includes
three stages: patches of interest extraction, lane marker detec-
tion and lane detection. Conventionally, the Hough transform
technique for line detection is often applied to detect the
boundaries of lane markers [15]–[17]. However, this approach
is sensitive to cluttered backgrounds which affect the Hough
map. In our method, the boundaries of lane markers are not
extracted using edge features. Instead, appearance information
of local regions on the maker boundaries is used. Image
patches with their centres located on or close to the lane
marker boundaries (see Fig. 2) are considered as patches of
interest. POI extraction is first performed by using normalised
cross-correlation template matching. Once POI have been
obtained, potential lane markers are detected by grouping POI
using shape and intensity features. The walkable lane region is
finally detected by verifying pairs of these potential markers.
A probabilistic framework is proposed for this verification step
using geometric cues of lane marker pairs.
In comparison with using edge pixels, using the image
patches for extracting the marker boundaries has several
advantages. First, the image patches are more informative
and discriminative. Second, matching image patches is less
sensitive to illumination changes. Third, since the image
patches are not located on edge pixels, their detection is not
affected by the performance of edge detectors.
Most existing work on marked lane detection is evaluated
based on visual inspection. We address this gap by creating
a large dataset of images with the ground-truth. This allows
the performance of algorithms for pedestrian lane detection to
be evaluated rigorously. The proposed method is evaluated and
compared with existing methods on this newly created dataset.
This paper is organized as follows. We briefly review related
works in Section II. The proposed method is then described
in Section III. Experimental results and comparisons are pre-
sented in Section IV. The conclusion is drawn in Section V.
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II. RELATED WORK
Since most interests in marked lane detection have been for
vehicle navigation, we review the existing methods and their
suitability to detecting pedestrian marked lanes.
Existing lane detection methods can be categorised as
edge-based methods [12], [15]–[17] or intensity/colour-based
methods [9], [10]. Edge-based methods often extract edges
in the image and then use line detection algorithms, e.g.
the Hough transform, to obtain the lane marker boundaries.
The detected lines are then verified with a predefined lane
model (e.g. straight lines, B-Splines, parabola, or hyperbola)
to identify the true lane markers. The edge-based approach is
simple in implementation, but it also has certain drawbacks.
First, its performance depends on the edge detectors used.
Most existing edge detectors are affected by edge thresholds,
e.g. too high or too low thresholds used in the Canny de-
tector [18]. A low threshold will include a large number of
unwanted pixels from the cluttered background, while a high
threshold will omit important edge pixels. Second, detecting
lane markers using the Hough transform is sensitive to scenes
that include many extraneous edges. In assistive navigation
for blind people, cluttered backgrounds are often obtained (see
Fig. 1). Therefore, using edges and line detection methods (e.g.
the Hough transform) for detecting lane marker boundaries
would have a low speed and accuracy.
(a) (b)
Fig. 1. Example of edge detection: (a) original image, (b) edge map extracted
by Canny detector.
Alternatively, intensity or colour information is employed to
segment lane markers [9]–[11], [19]. Based on the observation
that lane markers have higher intensity than surrounding road
areas, intensity patterns of lane markers are used. Exam-
ples of these intensity patterns include intensity-bump (dark-
bright-dark) filters [19], [20], steerable filters [21] and local
thresholding [9]. Other methods exploit colour information for
segmenting lane marker regions [10], [22], [23]. However,
these techniques are affected by weather and illumination
conditions. In severe environment conditions, e.g. extreme
illumination changes or dark scenes, there is little difference
in colour and intensity between lane markers and road surface.
In addition, unwanted regions such as the sky and cars (with
white colour) do not differ from lane markers using only
intensity or colour.
Another drawback of existing vehicle lane detection meth-
ods is that they require the prior knowledge such as camera’s
parameters [11], [24] and scene’s layout [25], [26]. However,
this information is often not available in assistive navigation
systems for blind people.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed method includes three stages: POI extraction,
lane marker detection, and lane detection. In the following, we
describe each stage in details.
A. Patches of interest extraction
image patches of interest 
Fig. 2. Example image patches of interest.
We propose a method to extract local regions on the bound-
aries of lane markers (see Fig. 2). These regions are considered
as POI. In comparison with the inner regions of lane markers,
the POI include local appearance of both lane markers and
road surface, and therefore provide a more informative and
discriminative power. In contrast, the inner regions of lane
markers often contain uniform patterns of intensity or colour,
and therefore are not discriminative from several non-marker
regions (e.g. the sky). The POI also implicitly include edge
information, but they do not depend on edge detectors. POI
extraction can be performed by using complex classifiers such
as support vector machine (SVM). However, this method
is computationally intensive and not suitable for real-time
detection [11]. In our method, the POI are extracted using
normalised cross-correlation (NCC) template matching. An
advantage of NCC template matching is that it is less sensitive
to illumination changes.
The templates are created as follows. Consider a set of
training images with lane markers that are annotated manually.
For each point on the lane marker boundaries, an image patch
of size (2W +1)×(2W +1) centered at that point is extracted.
All these image patches are then grouped into N clusters
using the K-means algorithm. The centres of the clusters are
considered as templates and stored in a codebook C.
The similarity between two patches p and q is defined by the
normalized cross-correlation measure NCC(p, q) as follows:
NCC(p, q) =
∑
i (qi − q) (pi − p)√∑
i (qi − q)2
∑
i (pi − p)2
, (1)
(a) (b) (c) (e)(d)
Fig. 3. Illustration of the proposed method: (a) input image, (b) result of POI extraction, (c) result of line detection, (d) result of lane marker detection (note
that each lane marker is represented by its central line), and (e) result of lane detection.
where pi and qi is the colour values of the i-th pixel of p and
q, and p and q are the mean colour values of p and q.
For a test image, POI extraction is performed as fol-
lows. We scan the input image by a local window of size
(2W + 1) × (2W + 1) with the horizontal and vertical stride
steps of (dx, dy). For each image patch located on local
windows, its best matching template in the codebook C is
determined by the maximum NCC value. If this NCC value
is lower than a threshold TP , the image patch is not considered
as a patch of interest, and is therefore discarded. The value
W is selected so that the image patches contain sufficient
information of the marker and road surface patterns. Too small
or too large W will affect the accuracy and computation
complexity of POI extraction. Similarly, the threshold TP
needs to be tunned. If this threshold is set either too low or
too high, a large number of background image patches will
be included or POI may be omitted. For stride steps (dx, dy),
if their values are too small, the computation complexity of
POI extraction is high. If (dx, dy) values are too large, the
number of extracted POI will be small and therefore affects
the accuracy of lane marker detection.
Figure 3b illustrates an example result of POI extraction. As
can be seen, the background image patches are still detected
and they will be removed next.
B. Lane marker detection
In this step, potential lane markers are detected from the
extracted POI. The markers of pedestrian lanes are straight
stripes, and this is a significant feature for finding potential
borders of lane markers and removing the background image
patches. In our work, marker borders are first detected using
the random sample consensus (RANSAC) technique. Potential
lane markers are then determined from the detected borders,
using shape and intensity cues.
After the image patches are extracted, their centres are
determined. Note that these centres are not necessarily the
edge pixels of the markers. We apply the RANSAC technique
on the set of these centres to detect straight lines. This stage
results in a set of candidate marker borders. The RANSAC
method is selected instead of the Hough transform because it
is more tolerant to the marker boundaries that are not fully
straight. We will compare the robustness of the RANSAC
method and the Hough transform in Section IV. Figure 3c
shows an example result of marker border detection.
Because of the perspective projection of images and the
results of the RANSAC method, the vertical borders (along
with the y-axis) of lane markers are more prominent compared
with the horizontal borders. Therefore, in this step, we only
use the vertical borders to determine the markers.
A true lane marker often has an elongated shape and high
contrast compared with its surrounding regions, and this is
important cues to determine a candidate lane marker from the
detected borders.
w ww
w w w
Border line 
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Fig. 4. Geometric relations between two borders of a lane marker (shaded
area), and relations of a lane marker and its neighbouring regions.
For a border pair (bi, bj), the elongation of the marker shape
is measured as
rij =
di1 + di2 + dj1 + dj2
li + lj
(2)
where di1 and di2 are distances from the end points of bi to bj ,
dj1 and dj2 are distances from the end points of bj to bi (see
Fig. 4), and li and lj are the length of bi and bj respectively.
Equation (2) indicates that the longer is the marker, the smaller
is rij .
The intensity pattern of the marker formed by (bi, bj) is
represented by the ratio:
gij =
Iij
max(I
left
ij , I
right
ij )
(3)
where Iij is the mean value of intensity of all pixels on the
image region determined by (bi, bj) (see the shaded area in
Fig. 4), I
left
ij and I
right
ij are the mean values of intensities of
the left and right regions as shown in Fig. 4. Equation (3)
means that if the higher is the intensity contrast of a lane
marker, the higher is gij .
A pair of detected lines (bi, bj) is considered as the potential
borders of a lane marker if the following conditions are
satisfied: {
rij ≤ Tr,
gij ≥ Tg,
(4)
where Tr and Tg are predefined thresholds. The conditions in
(4) mean that a true marker should have an elongated shape
and high contrast of intensity compared with its surrounding
regions. To determine the values of Tr and Tg , the distributions
for intensity patterns and shape elongations of the lane markers
are first estimated from the training set, and then the threshold
values are found based on these distributions.
This step results in a set of candidate lane markers. For each
candidate lane marker, the central line is computed from its
borders. An example result of lane marker detection is shown
in Fig. 3d.
C. Lane detection
In this section, a probabilistic method is proposed to identify
a pair of lane markers which best represents a true pedestrian
lane region. This method is based on the geometric relations
of two lane markers. For a pair of lane markers (mi,mj),
the geometric relations include the angle ϕij and the vertical
overlap oij between mi and mj , as shown in Fig. 5. The
conditional probability of the lane region L for a pair of lane
markers (mi,mj) is computed as
P (L|mi,mj) = p(mi,mj |L)P (L)
p(mi,mj)
=
p(ϕij , oij |L)P (L)
p(mi,mj)
. (5)
We assume that ϕij and oij are statistically independent
for a given L, p(mi,mj) is uniform, and P (L) is constant.
Equation (5) is written as
P (L|mi,mj) ∝ p(ϕij |L)p(oij |L), (6)
where p(ϕij |L) and p(oij |L) represent the likelihood functions
of geometric parameters for pairs of lane markers.
The p(ϕij |L) is computed from the probability distribution
function (pdf) of the angle ϕij between the central lines of
two markers of the true lanes given in the training dataset.
The pdf can be estimated by using various approaches such
as Parzen window and Gaussian mixture. In this work, we
use the histogram approach. The angles ϕij within the range
[00, 1800] are quantised into K bins.
The vertical overlap oij between mi and mj is defined as
oij =
min(mbi ,m
b
j) − max(mti,mtj)
max(mbi ,m
b
j) − min(mti,mtj)
, (7)
 
  
Fig. 5. Geometric relationship of two lane markers (shaded areas).
where mt and mb are the top and bottom coordinates of the
central line of m respectively (see Fig 5). Note that the image
coordinate is employed, i.e. (0, 0) is the left-top corner of the
image. Due to the perspective projection, the markers of a
pedestrian lane have a high vertical overlap (see Fig 5). Thus,
we model p(oij |L) for the vertical overlap of the detected lane
markers, using the sigmoid function. The p(oij |L) is modelled
as
p(oij |L) = α
α + e−βoij
, (8)
where α and β are positive parameters to control the vertical
deviation of lane markers. Equation (8) indicates that the
higher is the vertical overlap, the higher is p(oij |L).
Finally, the best candidate markers m∗i ,m
∗
j are obtained
from the given set of candidate lane markers as
(m∗i ,m
∗
j ) = arg max
mi,mj
P (L|mi,mj). (9)
An example result of lane detection is illustrated in Fig. 3e.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section presents the image data, evaluation measures
and the results of several methods for pedestrian lane detec-
tion.
A. Image Data and Evaluation Measures
To evaluate algorithms for pedestrian lane detection, we
acquired a large dataset of images, taken at traffic crossings
with different backgrounds, times of day, and weather con-
ditions. We created the ground-truth by manually annotating
the image coordinates of pedestrian lane markers. Each lane
marker was represented by a polygon. Lane regions then are
obtained from the annotated markers. Overall, 1000 images
of different scenes were collected. We used 600 images for
training and the remaining images for testing.
Given a ground-truth lane region Rg and a detected lane
region Rd, the matching score between these two regions is
defined as
s(Rg,Rd) =
|Rg ∩ Rd|
|Rg ∪ Rd| , (10)
where ∩ and ∪ denote the intersection and union of two
regions, and |R| is the area of region R.
A detected lane region Rd is considered as correct if there
exists a ground-truth lane region Rg that satisfies
s(Rg,Rd) ≥ θ, (11)
where θ is an evaluation threshold.
To evaluate the performance of methods for pedestrian lane
detection, we use two measures:
• Recall is the percentage of the ground-truth lane regions
that are detected correctly by machine.
• Precision is the ratio between the number of the lane re-
gions detected correctly and the total number of machine-
generated lane regions.
B. Results
In our experiments, the parameters and threshold values are
chosen as follows. The size of POI, horizontal and vertical
stripe steps, the threshold value and the number of clusters in
Section III-A are set as W = 3, (dx, dy) = (1, 3), TP = 0.9
and N = 150. The threshold values Tr and Tg in (4)
estimated automatically are 0.3 and 1.2 respectively. The
parameters, evaluation threshold in (8) and (11), and the
number of orientation bins in Section III-C are chosen as
α = 0.2, β = 5.0, θ = 0.5 and K = 18.
We implemented the proposed method using Matlab and
evaluated it on the newly created dataset. Sample visual
results of pedestrian lane detection are presented in Fig. 6. By
using appearance information of local regions on the marker
boundaries, the proposed method detects robustly pedestrian
lanes in different illumination and weather conditions (sunny,
cloudy, strong shadows and times of day).
For comparison purposes, the following experiments were
conducted:
• Using the Hough transform (HT) on the edge map, gen-
erated by the Canny detector, in detecting the borders of
lane markers. This method is referred to as Edge+HT. The
motivation of this experiment is to analyse the robustness
of using POI and using edges.
• Applying the Hough transform on the extracted POI in
estimating the borders of lane markers. This method is
referred to as POI+HT. This experiment is used to inves-
tigate the effectiveness of using the RANSAC technique
and the Hough transform.
Experimental results are summarised in Table I. Using
POI for locating the borders of lane markers significantly
outperforms the conventional approach of using edge pixels.
This is because the POI extraction removes a large number of
unwanted pixels. Through experiments, we have found that the
POI+HT method achieved a detection rate (recall) of 91.0%
Fig. 6. Visual results of lane detection. Columns 1 and 3: input images.
Columns 2 and 4: detected pedestrian lane regions.
and a precision of 94.0%, whereas the Edge+HT method
obtained only a detection rate of 86.7% and a precision of
90.4%.
Experimental results also show the robustness of the
RANSAC algorithm in comparison with the Hough transform.
The POI+RANSAC method detected correctly 93.4% of lane
TABLE I
COMPARISON OF ALGORITHMS FOR PEDESTRIAN LANE DETECTION.
Methods Recall Precision Processing
(%) (%) time (s)
Edge+Hough transform 86.7 90.4 1.5
POI+Hough transform 91.0 94.0 1.3
POI+RANSAC (proposed) 93.4 95.2 1.2
regions with a precision of 95.2%, while the POI+HT method
could detect only 91.0% of lane regions with a precision of
94.0%.
We also compared the proposed method with the Edge+HT
and POI+HT methods in terms of computational complexity.
To process a 300×400 image, our Matlab implementation for
the proposed method and the POI+HT method took an average
time of 1.2 and 1.3 seconds, respectively. In comparison, on
the same dataset, the Edge+HT method incurred a processing
time of 1.5 seconds per image. This again shows the role
of POI in removing unwanted pixels, and this improves the
speed of the detection method, especially for the scenes that
contain many cluttered backgrounds. We have found that
the processing time of the proposed method is sufficient for
navigation of blind people, but it should be further optimized.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a robust method for detecting pedestrian
marked lanes at traffic crossings. The proposed method detects
the boundaries pixels of lane markers using local appearance
information of both lane markers and road surface. The can-
didate boundaries are then estimated by using the RANSAC
algorithm. Based on the detected boundaries, lane markers
are determined by using shape and intensity features, and
verified by a probabilistic framework with multiple geometric
cues. Experimental results have shown that the proposed
method is able to robustly detect pedestrian marked lanes
under challenging environmental conditions. Furthermore, this
paper created a benchmarking database, and an evaluation
framework for pedestrian lane detection.
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